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Expect outstanding 
products, service and 
support from the only  
fourth-generation, 
family-owned  
business in the 
footcare industry.

Since 1885  
4 family generations…

Heinrich Berkemann 
Company Founder, 1885

Hans and Walter Berkemann 

Dr. Melitta Berkemann Roger Case Dennis Case, Jon Case, Chris Case

In-Office Dispensing Works — For 

Patients & Practices Just Like Yours 

Dear Colleague,

   Your patients can’t find PediFix medical footcare products just 

anywhere. They’ll appreciate the convenience of purchasing them 

in your office.  And you’ll know they’re getting the right product for 

their treatment needs.  Added bonus: revenues for your practice. 

   Add a display, or convert a waiting or exam room, empty walls, 

hallways or other space into a patient service and profit center. Your 

satisfaction is guaranteed, or we’ll buy our products back at any time. 

You risk nothing. 

   Use the center Order Form, or contact us or our authorized  

distributors for more information.

No Sore Feet!

Jon P. Case 
President 

The PediFix Footcare Company 

P.S. Use the Order Form in the center of this catalog to get started, 

or contact your PediFix sales representative or distributor today.

To order or contact us:  

Call:  1-800-356-8185 or 1-845-278-3800

Fax:  1-800-431-7801 or 1-845-277-2851  
   (see center order form)

Email:  sales@pedifix.com

Visit:  www.pedifix.com

Mail:  281 Fields Lane, Brewster, NY 10509

Or contact your favorite authorized PediFix® distributor               

For Consumer-Direct-Ordering of products you don’t 
carry, customers can visit www.pedifix.com or call 
1-800-PEDIFIX (733-4349).

Unconditional Timeless Guarantee 
If for any reason, you or your customers are not completely satisfied with 

the performance of any PediFix product, return it for a replacement, credit 
or full refund. If they don’t sell, we buy them back. Anytime. Period.

Terms & Conditions:
Doing business with PediFix is 
easy! We’ll make your purchase 
fast, friendly and convenient.

Order Processing: Most orders 
are processed and shipped the 
day they are received, or the 
next business day.  

Shipping: Ground is the 
standard shipping method. 
Expedited orders—Next-Day, 
2-day, or 3-day shipping incur an 
extra charge. NOTE: Expedited 
orders must be received before 
1:00 p.m. Eastern Time to ship 
the same day.

Shipping Charges: Are added 
to your invoice unless you wish 
us to charge your own carrier 
account number.  

Backorders: Are shipped to you 
automatically when available, 
and do not incur a separate 
shipping charge.

Free Shipping: Orders over 
$150 in value and PREPAID using 
a Visa, MasterCard, American 
Express or check receive FREE 
ground shipping (continental 
US only).

Minimum Order: Add $5.00 fee 
for orders under $50.00.

Payment Terms/Methods: 
For new accounts, we require 
that the first order be prepaid.  

Prepay: By check or money-
order (payable to PediFix,  
Inc.), Visa, MasterCard or 
American Express.    

Net 30: Invoices must be paid 
within 30 days, by check or 
money order, Visa, MasterCard  
or American Express.

International Orders:  Must be 
prepaid. Shipping charges will 
apply regardless of the size of 
the order.

Billing: Invoices are included in 
your shipment, unless otherwise 
requested. Please pay within 30 
days to avoid interest charges, 
collection and legal fees.

Returns: Please call for a Return 
Authorization Form. Please 
include this form with copies of 
all paperwork (invoices, packing  
list, other) and the reason for 
your return.

Prices: Are subject to change 
without notice. Pricing in this 
catalog is for Retailers and 
other re-sellers only. Please 
do NOT give this catalog or 
pricing information to your 
customers. Instead, please call 
for Consumer Direct Ordering 
catalogs or refer them online 
to: www.pedifix.com where they 
can shop our full assortment. 

General:  
PediFix Office Hours are: 

Monday – Thursday,  
8:30 am – 5:30 pm EST; 

Friday, 8:30 am – 3:00 pm EST 
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Exclusive New Products!

PAGE 9  PAGE 16  PAGE 20

New!
Visco-GEL®  
Forefoot Protection Sleeve   
Wraps Feet in Gel Comfort, #P1455

New!
Visco-GEL® Plantar Fasciitis  
Arch Support Sleeve  
Relieves Heel & Arch Pain,  
With or Without Shoes, #P1450

PAGE 4 PAGE 19 PAGE 14

New!
Visco-GEL® Stay-Put  
Toe Separators™ for Smaller Toes 
Soft Gel Loop Keeps Contoured 
Separators in Position S,M,L #P26

New!
Visco-GEL® 
ToeBuddy® Bunion Guard™ 
Separates, Aligns, Cushions and Protects, 
#P1038

New!
Arch Support Bandage  
with Metatarsal Pad, 
#P6002

New!
Pedi-GEL®  
Metatarsal Support Pads
Soft Support with Ball-of-Foot 
Cushioning, #P8208

Introducing

®

Extra Diabetic Foot Protection
• Kills Fungus & Bacteria That Can Infect Your Feet
• Keeps Footwear ‘Microscopically-Clean’ & Hygienic
• Destroys Odor-Causing Germs

Shoes are warm, dark and damp — the perfect breeding ground for 
fungus and bacteria that cause Athlete’s Foot, Fungal Nails, Foot & 
Shoe Odor, Diabetic Infections and more. ShoeZap uses ultraviolet 
light to sterilize organisms that can infect feet. Fast, easy, safe, 
‘green’ technology. Unlike ineffective shoe sprays, ShoeZap leaves 
no toxic chemical residue in footwear. One size Sanitizer fits all 
shoe sizes and styles, to disinfect every shoe  
in the family – men’s, women’s and kid’s.  
Helps prevent smelly shoes, infection —  
and re-infection – from contaminated,  
germ-filled footwear.  Good precaution  
for those with diabetic skin concerns. 

Also available: 
Item #P3411 1/pk Replacement UV Lamp 
Item #P3412 1/pk UV-Proof Shoe Bag

 Item#
1 Kit #P3410

New!
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BUNION COMFORT

Visco-GEL® Bunion 
Relief  Sleeve
Maximum Cushioning  
& Protection Ends  
Bunion Pain

Soft Visco-GEL® pad 
cushions bunions to 
protect them from shoe 
pressure and friction.  
Soft’N Stretch™ fabric 
sleeve positions the Gel 
dependably, comfortably, 
without adhesives. 
Spacious shoes will 
best accommodate its 
1/8th inch thickness. 
Interchangeable for both 
left and right foot. Small 
fits shoe sizes 6-9 and 
average width feet, Large 
fits shoe sizes 9+ and  
wide feet.

1/pk Item#
Small #P1303-S
Large #P1303-L

Gel Inside

1/pk Item#
Small Left #P6026-SL
Small Right #P6026-SR
Medium Left #P6026-ML
Medium Right #P6026-MR
Large Left #P6026-LL
Large Right #P6026-LR

Nighttime Bunion Regulator™ 
Eases Bunion Pain

Recommended by doctors to patients who don’t want bunion 
surgery! This unique splint helps relieve the strain that causes 
bunion pain and deformity. Works while resting or sleeping to 
keep the big toe in its proper position and correct alignment. Also 
used as a post-surgical splint.
Note: Product should not be used while walking or standing.

1/pk Item#
Small Left (fits women's shoe sizes up to 7) #P6035-SL
Small Right (fits women's shoe sizes up to 7) #P6035-SR
Medium Left (fits women's shoe sizes 8-10, men's 6-8) #P6035-ML
Medium Right (fits women's shoe sizes 8-10, men's 6-8) #P6035-MR
Large Left (fits women's shoe sizes 11+, men's 9+) #P6035-LL
Large Right (fits women's shoe sizes 11+, men's 9+) #P6035-LR

Foam-Lined, 
Soft Padding

Bunion Pain Relief – Day & Night

Bunion SoftSplint™
Comfortable & Effective  
Bunion Splinting

This soft, fabric splint helps align and straighten crooked 
toes while worn. Helps soothe and comfort painful bunions, 
stretch tight tendons and ligaments while you rest or sleep. 
Recommended by foot specialists to patients who don’t need 
or want bunion surgery. Also prescribed as a post-operative 
splint to speed healing. Fits only in more spacious shoes, not 
typical footwear.

Fully  
Adjustable,  
Soft Velcro®

Visco-GEL® ToeBuddy®  
Bunion Guard
Separates, Aligns, Cushions  
and Protects

Two loops keep a soft Gel spacer in 
perfect position between first and  
second toes to separate and align.
Contoured Guard absorbs pressure  
and friction to relieve bunion pain.  
Exclusive Visco-GEL® soothes and 
softens skin. Thin design fits in most 
footwear styles and makes shoes  
more comfortable. Washable,  
reusable and effective  for months.

1/pk Item#
OSFM #P1038

*indicates most popular size

New!
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BUNION COMFORT

Visco-GEL® Bunion Guard™
Absorbs Pressure... Eases Pain…  
Fits in Most Footwear!

Relieves pain and makes  
shoes more comfortable!  
This soft Gel shield cushions  
and protects sore bunions  
from pressure and friction.  
Visco-GEL® releases Vitamin E  
and mineral oil to soothe and 
soften skin. Slim design fits  
easily in most shoes. Soft, 
stretchable toe loop holds  
Guard in place without  
adhesives. Washable and  
reusable for months. 
Interchangeable for  
left or right foot.

1/pk Item#
OSFM #P46-L

Visco-GEL® Little Toe  
Bunion Guard™
Relieves Pinky Toe 
‘Bunionette’ Pain

Doctors often call an 
irritation at the base of 
the little toe a ‘Tailor’s 
Bunion’ or ‘Bunionette’.  
This specially-designed Gel 
cushion helps protect this 
sensitive area.  Proprietary 
Gel soothes and softens.  
Thin profile fits comfortably 
in most footwear. 

1/pk Item#
OSFM P46-S

Stretchable 
Toe Loop

Ultra-thin 
Design

“Relieved my pain instantly”   
Sally F., Akron, Ohio

“I wish I had found you years  
ago! Within 1 hour I could  
walk without pain”   
Dorothy E., Spring Hill, Florida

Visco-GEL®  
Dual-Action Bunion Fix™
Complete Bunion Relief

Two-way comfort: soft Gel Spacer 
separates and aligns crooked, 
overlapping first and second  
toes that rub, while the  
attached Bunion Guard  
cushions and protects the  
sore bunion joint from shoe  
pressure and friction.  
Washable. Reusable. Durable.  
Fits either left or right foot.

1/pk Item#
OSFM #P47

FELTastic™  
Bunion Shield
Instant Pain Relief

Soft, genuine wool felt 
construction provides 
long-lasting relief from 
bunion pain. Dual-Felt 
layers, with foam cushion 
inside and ‘bunion hole’, 
combine to offer thin, 
but effective, protection 
of the sore area. Special 
design fits comfortably in 
most shoes. Elastic band 
keeps Shield in place. Not 
recommended for people 
with diabetes.

1/pk Item#
OSFM #P48
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DERMATOLOGYTOE RELIEF

Podiatrists’ Choice® 
Toe Straightener 
Aligns Problem Toes

Reduce pain and friction associated with 
crooked, overlapping and/or flexible hammer 
toes with this comfortable slip-on pad. 
Adjustable loop gently encourages proper toe 
alignment while a soft, dual-layer cushion 
comforts the ball-of-foot area. Single and 
Double Toe Straighteners are interchangeable 
for left or right foot. For Triple Toe Straightener, 
specify Right or Left.

Pedi-Smart®  
Toe Trainers® 
Splint Problem Toes

Ease pain by separating and 
straightening crooked, overlapping 
and hammer toes with these soft, 
fabric covered splints.  Adjustable, 
trimmable Velcro® fasteners for a 
custom fit and toe alignment.  
Require minimal space  
in shoes. Fit left or right  
foot. One size fits most.

2/pk Item#
OSFM #P51

‘4 in 1’ Super-Soft  
Toe Cushions™
Gently Separate, Cushion  
& Protect Toes

These extra-soft foam Cushions  
divide toes to absorb pressure  
and friction while comforting  
corns and other toe irritations. 
Help protect toe tops & tips, 
support bent-under ‘hammer’ toes 
and more. Wear on top or under, 
between 2, 3 or all toes. Great for 
pedicures, too.  Scissor-trimmable 
for a custom fit. One size fits most. 

2/pk Item#
OSFM #P83

1/pk Item#
Single Toe Straightener, OSFM #P55
Double Toe Straightener, OSFM #P57
Triple Toe Straightener, Right Foot #P58-R
Triple Toe Straightener, Left Foot #P58-L

Single

Double

Triple

Podiatrists’ Choice® Toe Treatments
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DERMATOLOGYTOE RELIEF

Visco-GEL® Hammer Toe Cushion 
Supports & Relieves Bent-Under Toes

This special Gel cushion will ease pressure on toe tips to 
help prevent corns, calluses and blisters. Also soothes 
ball-of-foot pain often associated with hammer, claw or 
arthritic toe conditions. Gel ring holds cushion in place 
without adhesives.

1/pk Item#
Small Left #P53-SL
Small Right #P53-SR
Medium Left #P53-ML
Medium Right #P53-MR
Large Left #P53-LL
Large Right #P53-LR
Universal Size #P53-U

Visco-GEL® Universal Hammer Toe Cushion 
Fits Right AND Left Feet and Most Shoe Sizes

“Since wearing your 
Hammer Toe Cushions, 
I am now able to walk 
pain-free.”   
Irene D., Mississauga, Canada

Soft Felt  
Hammer Toe Cushion 
Comforts Bent-Under Toes, Sore Toe Tips

Soft, felt-covered pad supports bent-under 
hammer, claw, mallet and arthritic toes.  
Relieves pressure on toe tips to help prevent 
corns, calluses and blisters. Makes walking 
easier. Eases forefoot pain, too. Adjustable  
toe loop holds cushion securely in place.

1/pk Item#
Small Left #P54-SL
Small Right #P54-SR
Medium Left #P54-ML
Medium Right #P54-MR
Large Left #P54-LL
Large Right #P54-LR
XLarge Left #P54-XLL
XLarge Right #P54-XLR

Visco-GEL® Hammer Toe Cushion

Hammer Toe Cushions Sizing Chart
Small fits Women’s Shoe Sizes 4-7
Medium fits Women’s Shoe Sizes 8-10, Men’s 6-8
Large fits Women’s Shoe Sizes 11+, Men’s 9-10 
XLarge fits  Men’s Shoe Sizes 11+
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DERMATOLOGYTOE RELIEF

Visco-GEL® Toe Spacers
Separate & Straighten Toes

These soft Gel Spacers are worn 
between the big and second toes to 
prevent rubbing. They help align 
and straighten the big toe to relieve 
pressure on bunions. Exclusive Gel 
releases mineral oil to soothe and 
soften skin. Interchangeable for left  
or right foot. Small fits shoe sizes up  
to 7, Medium fits shoe sizes 8-10,  
Large fits 10+

2/pk Item#
Small #P28-S
Medium #P28-M*
Large #P28-L

Podiatrists’ Choice®  
Bunion Relievers™ 
Align Toes Properly

These soft, durable rubber spacers separate big and 
second toes to help maintain proper alignment, 
prevent friction and relieve pressure on sore 
bunions. Interchangeable for left or right foot.  

2/pk Item#
Small #P229-S
Medium #P229-M*
Large #P229-L

*indicates most popular size

6 Ways To Relieve Toes That Rub

Note: P229 contains natural rubber latex which may 
cause allergic reactions. 

Visco-GEL®  
Slip-On Toe Spacers™
Relieve Toe Pain

Soft, fabric sleeve keeps Spacer in 
position between first and second toes 
to separate and align, and prevent 
rubbing and friction. Help divide 
crooked toes and gently straighten 
the big toe to relieve pressure on 
bunions, too. Exclusive Gel releases 
mineral oil to soothe and hydrate 
skin. Interchangeable for left or right 
foot. Sleeve fits over 1st or 2nd toe. 
Washable. Reusable. Durable.

2/pk Item#
Medium #P30-M
Large #P30-L

Anatomical Design

Soft Gel 
Spacer

Cotton Fabric 
Sleeve Keeps 
Spacer in Place
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DERMATOLOGYTOE RELIEF

Visco-GEL® ToeBuddy®
Straighten Crooked Toes for Instant  
Pain Relief

New design stops suffering from crooked, 
overlapping toes that can cause pain, 
blisters and corns. Therapeutic and 
doctor-recommended to gently realign 
and straighten toes for instant relief. 
Cushions, protects and keeps toes in their 
correct position for all-day comfort.  Fits 
in any style footwear. Interchangeable 
for right or left foot. Washable, reusable, 
effective for months.

1/pk Item#
OSFM #P33

Visco-GEL®  
Stay-Put Toe Spacers™
Relieves Toe Pain!

Soft Gel loop keeps Spacer in 
position between first and second 
toes to separate and align, and 
prevents rubbing and friction.  
Helps divide crooked toes and 
gently straighten the big toe to 
relieve pressure on bunions, too.  
Exclusive Gel releases mineral 
oil to soothe and hydrate skin. 
Interchangeable for left or right 
foot. Loop fits over 1st or 2nd toe. 
Washable. Reusable. Durable.

Visco-GEL®  
Little ToeBuddy®
Separates & Aligns Smaller  
Toes That Rub

Visco-GEL® Little ToeBuddy® 
divides toes, relieves corns 
and helps maintain proper toe 
alignment. Soft, flexible loops 
slip over toes to keep Spacer 
in place. Visco-GEL® gradually 
releases mineral oil to soothe 
and soften skin.

1/pk Item#
OSFM #P35

2/pk Item#
Medium #P27-M
Large #P27-L

Soft Gel 
Spacer

Dual Gel Loops

Soft Gel Spacer

Curved, 
Contoured 
Design

Soft Gel 
Spacer

Gel Loop  
Keeps Spacer 
in Place

Visco-GEL®  
Stay-Put Toe Separators™
Divide Smaller Toes That Rub

Soft contoured Gel Separators 
absorb pressure and friction to 
relieve between-toe pain. Soothe 
corns  and gently divide toes that 
rub. Help align and separate 
crooked, overlapping digits. 
‘Hourglass’ shape for all day 
comfort. The vitamin-enriched 
Gel releases mineral oil to soothe 
and soften skin. Soft  Gel loop fits 
around any small toe to keep 
Separator  in position.

2/pk Item#
Small #P26-S
Medium #P26-M*
Large #P26-L

New!

New!

New!
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DERMATOLOGYTOE RELIEF

3-Layer Toe Separators™ 
Divide Toes Gently

Separate crooked, overlapping and 
toes that rub to relieve between-
toe corns, blisters, pinching and 
cramping. Soft cushions soothe and 
prevent irritations by absorbing 
pressure with their durable, three-
layer-foam design. 

6/pk Item#
Small #P280-S
Medium #P280-M
Large #P280-L
Mix: 2 small, 
        2 medium, 
        2 large #P280-MIX*

Visco-GEL® Toe Separators™ 
Divide Crooked Toes Comfortably

Soft Gel spacers absorb pressure and friction 
to relieve rubbing, pinching, cramping and 
between-toe corns. Gel releases mineral oil 
and Vitamin E to soothe irritations  
and soften skin.

2/pk Item#
Small #P31-S*
Large #P31-L
Xlarge** #P31-XL

Soft, Durable 
3-Layer Foam

“Just a quick note to tell you I 
recently tried your Visco-Gel® 
Toe Separators…and found 
immediate results. I just want 
to share the good news with 
everybody. Thank you and 
congratulations.”   
William from Texas

Small

Medium

Large

*indicates most popular size 
**XLarge is also extra thick

*indicates most popular

Podiatrists’ Choice® Toe Treatments

Visco-GEL®  
Fabric-Covered  
Toe Tube
Soothe and Protect Sore Toes

Soft fabric with Gel lining 
surrounds and separates toes. 
Cushions and protects to  
relieve corns, between-toe  
friction and irritation.  Divides 
crooked, overlapping toes.  
1, 6˝-long piece. Trim to fit.

1/pk Item#
Small #P1202-S
Large #P1202-L

Trim-to-Fit
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DERMATOLOGYTOE RELIEF

Tubular-Foam  
Toe Bandages™
Surround, Cushion  
and Protect Toes

Soft foam tubes absorb pressure 
and friction to cushion and 
separate toes that rub. Relieve 
corns, ingrown nails and other 
irritations. Fit comfortably 
in most footwear. Scissor-
trimmable for a custom fit. 
Each package contains  
three 3-inch long bandages.

3/pk Item#
Small #P337-S
Medium #P337-M
Large #P337-L
Mix #P337-MIX*

Visco-GEL®  
All-Gel Digital Tubes
Surround & Divide Sore Toes

Soft Gel Tubes protect toes from 
pressure and friction and separate 
toes that rub. Relieve corns, crooked 
and overlapping toe irritations. Fit 
comfortably in most footwear. Each 
package contains 1 small and 1 
medium Tube that fit most toes.

2/pk Item#
Mix #P338-MIX

Visco-GEL®  
Little Toe Sleeves™ 
Specially Designed to Fit the Pinky Toe

Relieve corns, blisters, ingrown nails 
and other irritations. Unique Gel 
absorbs pressure and friction,  
protects, soothes and moisturizes. 
Exclusive conical shape stays in  
place. Fit comfortably in most shoes.   
One size fits most.

2/pk Item#
OSFM #P32

Trim to Fit

*indicates most popular
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DERMATOLOGYTOE RELIEF

“I have suffered with a corn on my left little toe for 
over thirty years. Nothing seemed to work efficiently. 
I decided to give your Visco-GEL® Corn Protectors a 
try. After using it for a few months, I had NO further 
problem with my corn… thank you for producing 
such a wonderful product and the only corn protector 

which actually lives up to its claim.”    
Ken from Louisiana

Visco-GEL®  
Fabric-Covered  
Toe Protector 
Complete Toe Comfort

Relieves corns, ingrown 
nails, blisters and other toe 
irritations. Soft fabric-covered 
cap surrounds, protects and 
soothes with our exclusive Gel 
to absorb pressure and friction, 
while releasing mineral oil to 
soften and moisturize skin.  

1/pk Item#
Small #P82-S*
Large #P82-L
Xlarge #P82-XL

Visco-GEL®  
Corn Protectors 
Instant Pain Relief

Proprietary Gel absorbs pressure 
& friction, protects, soothes and 
softens corns. Visco-GEL® releases 
mineral oil enriched with vitamin 
E to moisturize skin. Soft’N 
Stretch™ Fabric Sleeve keeps Gel 
in position without adhesives. 

2/pk Item#
Small #P81-S*
Large #P81-L

“…Your Visco-Gel products are really great — 
consistently good quality, expert designs, and 
my patients love them. Your customer service 
people are great to deal with-always helpful  
and very knowledgeable...”   Dr. Pam Hoffman

Only Visco-GEL®... 
• Cushions, protects, absorbs pressure, shock and shear  
 forces better than other materials

• Releases medical-grade mineral oil, enriched with  
 vitamin E, to soothe, soften and moisturize skin 

• Conforms to prominences and foot contours

• Features our anatomically-designed products

• Guarantees its durability — will not flatten, deform or  
 degrade with use

• Is hypo-allergenic, washable and reusable

• Is scientifically formulated for consistent softness,  
 durability and color

How does Visco-GEL® work?
Soothing gel absorbs pressure and friction  
to cushion and protect skin.

Mineral oil is released by the gel to soothe  
and moisturize skin.

Skin

Soft Visco-GEL®, Exclusive  
Soft’N Stretch™ Fabric

*indicates most popular size

Podiatrists’ Choice® Toe Treatments
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DERMATOLOGYTOE RELIEF

Comfort Vent

Thin WallThicker Distal End

Visco-GEL® All-Gel Toe Cap 
Cushions and Protects Sore Toes

Surround toes with soft Gel protection.  Thin 
side wall design takes up less space in shoes, 
‘Comfort Vent’ for breathability, extra padding 
for toe-tip protection. Relieves pain from 
corns, ‘hammer’ and crooked toes, ingrown 
nails, more.

1/pk Item#
Small (1/2˝ diam.) #P80-S*
Large (3/4˝ diam.) #P80-L
XLarge (1˝ diam.) #P80-XL

Podiatrists’ Choice® 
Nylon-Covered Toe Cap 
Helps Ease Toe Pain

Surround toes with soft foam to relieve 
discomfort from corns, ingrown nails, 
blisters and other problems. Hand-sewn 
nylon cover for durability and comfort.  
Extra toe-tip padding.  

1/pk Item#
Small #P34-S
Medium #P34-M
Large #P34-L

FELTastic™  
Corn Protectors 
Cushion Corns with Softness

The Podiatrists’ Choice® to protect 
corns from shoe pressure and 
friction. Self-adhesive backings 
keep these durable Felt pads 
securely in place. Scissor-
trimmable for a custom fit.  
 10/pk Item#
OSFM #P15

*indicates most popular size
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DERMATOLOGYCORN & CALLUS PROTECTION & REMOVAL

Pedi-GEL®  
Corn Cushions
Protect and Prevent Corns,  
Calluses and Blisters

Unique Gel protects sore 
spots to end pain. Self-
sticking to stay in place. 
Washable and reusable.

12/pk Item#
OSFM #P8206

Pedi-GEL® Reusable 
Callus Cushions
Relieve Callus Pain Instantly!

Unique Gel Cushion comforts 
and protects to relieve pain from 
calluses and friction and to aid 
high pressure areas. They feature 
a “comfort spot” to prevent 
irritation and callus build-up. 
Self-sticking pads adhere directly 
to feet or the inside of shoes. 
Washable. Reusable.

6/pk Item#
OSFM #P8207

Pedi-GEL®  
Metatarsal Support Pads
Relieves Ball-of-Foot Pain, Calluses

These soft, contoured Gel pads provide two benefits — they 
cushion and protect the forefoot from shock and pressure, and 
support the metatarsal or ‘transverse’ arch to help relieve calluses 
and neuroma pain. Self-adhering to stay in position in shoes. One 
size fits most.

1 pair/pk Item#
OSFM #P8208

Pedi-Quick®  
OneStep Corn Removers 
Comfortable, All-in-One Bandage Delivers 
Pain Relief  Instantly!

Soft, self-adhesive bandage positions a 
maximum-strength, corn-removing disk 
precisely where needed to dissolve hard skin.  
Easy application to relieve painful corns. 
Stays in place all day.  Not for use by people 
with diabetes or compromised circulation.

6/pk Item#
OSFM #R3063

Medicated

New!
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DERMATOLOGYPEDI - GEL®

Pedi-GEL®  
Self-Sticking Cushions for 
Shoes & Feet
Washable and Reusable

Our unique new Pedi-Gel® material is 
self-sticking, washable, reusable and 
safe for sensitive skin. These adhere 
directly to skin or to the insides of 
shoes -— whichever is preferred -— 
to provide extra cushioning.

All 2/pk Item#
Ball-of-Foot Pads #P8201
Arch Pads #P8202
Callus Pads #P8203
Dancer’s Pads #P8204
Comfort Gel® Sheeting #P8205

Forefoot Comfort & Cushioning

Dancer’s Pads 

Callus Pads 

Ball-of-Foot Pads 

Arch Pads 

Anti-microbial 
Top Cover

Sheets (2˝ x 3 ½˝)

Washable and Reusable
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DERMATOLOGYBALL- OF -FOOT PROTECTION

“I went to see my doctor and he said try 
this Pedifix® Visco-GEL® Ball-of-Foot 
Protection Sleeve… it is a wonderful 
product… thank you very much!!!”    
Louise from Hawaii

Visco-GEL®  
Ball-of-Foot Protection Sleeve
Cushions & Protects Completely

Soft’N Stretch™ fabric sleeve positions a Visco-
GEL® pad under the forefoot comfortably, 
without adhesives. Protects metatarsal 
heads, absorbs shock to relieve ball-of-foot 
pain, prevents calluses and makes shoes 
more comfortable.  Spacious shoes will best 
accommodate its thickness. Small fits shoe sizes 
6-9 and average width feet, Large fits shoe sizes 
9+ and wide feet.

1/pk Item#
Small Left #P1225-SL
Small Right #P1225-SR 
Large Left #P1225-LL 
Large Right #P1225-LR 

Soft Gel inside 
cushions and protects

Thin design, 
comfortable in 
everyday footwear

Visco-GEL® Silicone  
Thin Forefoot Cushion 
Forefoot protection without bulk 

Soft’N Stretch™ fabric keeps a soft, durable 
silicone Gel pad in place to cushion and 
protect the ball-of-foot. Absorbs shock, 
reduces pain and helps prevent calluses. Adds 
cushioning to thin-soled shoes. Contoured 
pad fits comfortably in most footwear. Small 
fits shoes sizes 5-9, Large fits 9+.

1/pk Item#
Small Left #P1321-SL
Small Right #P1321-SR 
Large Left #P1321-LL 
Large Right #P1321-LR 

Metatarsal Pain & Callus Relief
“I recommend PediFix® 
frequently. They have 
unique designs that 
relieve many common foot 
ailments, and are made to 
better quality standards 
than other footcare 
products.”     
Dr. A., Miami, FL

Visco-GEL® Forefoot  
Protection Sleeve 
Wraps Feet in Gel Comfort 

Protective Visco-GEL® cushioning extends 
from the bunion joint, across the ball-of-foot 
and around the  5th toe to keep sensitive 
feet comfortable. Absorbs pressure to relieve 
bunion and metatarsal pain. Reversible to 
fit right or left foot. Washable, reusable, 
effective for months.

1/pk Item#
Small/Medium #P1455-S/M
Large/XLarge #P1455-L/XL 

Ball-of-Foot Protection

Soft’N Stretch™ Fabric

New!
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DERMATOLOGYBALL- OF -FOOT PROTECTION

Great for 
ballet 
dancers!

Visco-GEL® Forefoot 
Protection Sockette 
The dancer’s secret  
to comfortable feet 

Fabric-covered Gel cushions and 
protects, from toe tips to ball-of-
foot. Absorbs shock, reduces friction, 
irritation. Stays in place without 
adhesives.  Dancer’s favorite for 
relief of forefoot and toe pain and 
prevention of corns and calluses. 
Comfortable in most footwear.  
Interchangeable for Right or Left foot.  
Small fits shoe sizes 5-9, Large fits 9+.

1/pk Item#
Small #P1342-S
Large #P1342-L

Visco-GEL®  
Ball-of-Foot Cushion
Relieves Metatarsal Pain

Soft Gel pad cushions 
and protects ball-of-foot. 
Absorbs shock, reduces 
pain and helps prevent 
calluses. Adds cushioning 
to thin-soled shoes. Gel toe 
loop keeps pad in place. 
Non-adhesive.  Small fits 
shoe sizes 5-9. Large fits 
shoe sizes 9+.

1/pk Item#
Small Left #P3004-SL
Small Right #P3004-SR 
Large Left #P3004-LL 
Large Right #P3004-LR 

Podiatrists’ Choice®  
Ball-of-Foot Cushion 
Provides Extra Metatarsal Padding

Protects forefoot, helps relieve and 
prevent pain and calluses. Absorbs shock 
and reduces friction. Soft, double-layer 
foam pad stays securely in place with a 
comfortable toe loop. Hand-sewn nylon 
cover for extra durability. Great for thin-
soled footwear. One size fits most. 

1/pk Item#
OSFM #P88

Stretchable Toe Loop 
Keeps Pad in Place

All-Gel Design
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DERMATOLOGYBALL- OF -FOOT PROTECTION

Stops Chafing 
Between Toes 
Caused by  
Thong

Visco-GEL®  
Thong Sandal Guards 
with Ball-of-Foot Cushion 
Makes sandals comfortable!

Soft Gel surrounds the sandal ‘thong’  
or ‘post’ to reduce friction, prevent  
blisters and irritation between toes.  
Extended Gel pad protects ball-of-foot,  
absorbs shock and adds cushioning  
to thin-soled shoes. Washable. Reusable.

1 pr/pk Item#
OSFM #P1133

Ball-of-Foot 
Cushioning

FELTastic™ Metatarsal Support Pads 
Ease Ball-of-Foot Pain Instantly

Soft, contoured, genuine wool felt pads adhere to 
the insides of shoes to cushion, protect and support 
metatarsals. Unlike flat pads, their unique orthopedic 
shape actually helps improve the position of foot structures 
to relieve the cause of forefoot problems, not just the 
symptoms, like calluses and pain — sometimes described 
as “like walking on a pebble”.  Felt conforms to the 
wearer’s feet for customized relief. Small fits most shoe 
sizes 5-9. Medium fits most sizes 10+.

Visco-GEL®  
Ball-of-Foot Wrap 
Relieves Ball-of-Foot Pain

Stretchable nylon fabric positions a soft, silicone Gel pad 
that cushions and protects the forefoot area. Helps relieve 
ball-of-foot pain, metatarsalgia, calluses and fat pad atrophy. 
Designed for wear under or over socks. Thin profile fits 
comfortably in most footwear. Washable and reusable for 
months. Adjustable. Interchangeable — fits right or left foot. 
Small fits Narrow feet. Large fits Wide feet.

1 pr/pk Item#
Small #P86-S
Medium #P86-M

1/pk Item#
Small #P1295-S
Large #P1295-L

Note: P86 contains natural rubber latex  
which may cause allergic reactions. 
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DERMATOLOGYBALL- OF -FOOT PROTECTION

Metatarsal Shoe Cushions
Cushion and Protect Ball-of-Foot

Just place these durable foam 
cushions in shoes to instantly absorb 
shock and reduce pressure on the 
ball-of-foot area. Adhesive-backed 
pads help prevent calluses and stop 
feet from sliding forward in shoes. 
Extra protection for thin-soled 
footwear. One size fits most. 

1 pr/pk Item#
OSFM #P90

Tuli’s®  
Gel Metatarsal Cushions 
Comfort and Protect the  
Ball-of-Foot Area

Absorb shock, reduce pressure 
and help prevent calluses with 
these comfortable ball-of-foot 
pads. Just slip them into shoes 
to ease discomfort. Patented 
cushions feature a ˝waffle˝ 
design that compresses and 
rebounds with every step. 

1 pr/pk Item#
OSFM #P89

FELTastic®  
Callus Protectors 
Take Pressure Off  Calluses

The Podiatrists’ Choice® to absorb 
pressure and friction while 
comforting calluses, blisters and 
other foot problems. Self-adhesive 
backings keep them securely in 
place on the ball-of-foot, back of 
heels, or anywhere protection is 
needed. Trimmable. For use on 
foot or in shoes.

8/pk Item#
OSFM #P16

Metatarsal Comfort

1/pk Item#
Small (Fits Narrow Feet) #P6002-S
Medium (Fits Average Width) #P6002-M
Large (Fits Wide Feet) #P6002-L

Arch Support Bandage  
with Metatarsal Pad
All-Day Relief for Sore Feet

Elastic bandage with metatarsal pad 
provides mild arch compression and 
support to keep feet comfortable, 
balanced and aligned. Contoured 
pad lifts and separates metatarsals 
to relieve neuroma, ball-of-foot pain 
and calluses. Midfoot compression 
helps relieve heel, arch and bunion 
pain. Interchangeable for right or 
left foot.

New!
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DERMATOLOGYARCH SUPPORTS

Pedi-Smart®  
Arch Brace
Supports Flat Feet,  
Eases Pain

Helps relieve heel and 
arch pain. Soft Brace 
supports the plantar 
fascia to ease related toe, 
bunion, ball-of-foot and/or 
heel problems, including 
painful heel spurs. 
Adjustable Velcro® straps. 
Interchangeable for left or 
right foot.  

1/pk Item#
Small (fits women’s up to 10½, men’s to 8½) #P61-S
Large (fits women’s 11+, men’s 9+) #P61-L

Arch Support Bandage
Relieves 7 Common Foot Pains

Ease fallen arches, flat feet and related heel, 
toe, ball-of-foot or bunion pain. This soft elastic 
bandage gently compresses the midfoot to 
provide support and stability. Makes shoes more 
comfortable. Interchangeable for left or right foot. 

Gently compresses  
to relieve pain

Pedi-GEL® Arch Pads  
Self-Sticking, Safe for Skin

Our unique new Pedi-Gel® material is self-
sticking, washable, reusable and safe for sensitive 
skin. These pads adhere directly to skin or to 
the insides of shoes, whichever is preferred, to 
provide extra arch cushioning. Support fallen, flat 
or high arches to relieve pain and make shoes and 
walking more comfortable.

2/pk Item#
OSFM #P8202

Visco-GEL® Arch 
Support Wrap
Adds Support to Relieve  
Heel and Arch Pain

Stretchable fabric with 
hook-and-loop closure 
positions a soft silicone Gel 
cushion under the arch. 
Designed for wear under 
or over socks, or when 
barefoot. Thin profile 
design fits comfortably in 
most footwear. Washable 
and reusable for months. 
Interchangeable to fit left 
or right foot.

1/pk Item#
Small (fits narrow and average width feet) #P1291-S
Large (fits wide feet) #P1291-L

Covered gel pad

New!Visco-GEL® Plantar Fasciitis  
Arch Support Sleeve 
Relieves Heel and Arch Pain 

Soft fabric sleeve keeps contoured gel pad in 
position under the arch for instant support 
and long-lasting comfort. Helps relieve arch, 
heel and plantar fascia pain.  
Interchangeable to fit left or right  
foot. Effective with or without  
socks and shoes.

1/pk Item#
Small/Medium #P1450-S/M
Large/XLarge #P1450-L/XL 

2/pk Item#
Small #P60-S
Medium #P60-M
Large #P60-L
XLarge #P60-XL

1/pk Item#
OSFM #P60-OSFM
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DERMATOLOGYANKLE PROTECTION

Measure  
Here

Now available in Black! 
Discreet compression 
support for fashion-
conscious patients. 

#P6021

#P6020

Pedi-Smart® Compression Anklet 
Relieves, Prevents, Foot & Ankle Swelling

Unique, high-quality, German-made compression sleeve 
helps speed healing after ankle or foot sprains, strains, 
or surgery. Grade III (30-40mg), graduated compression 
from metatarsal heads to the lower calf to improve 
venous activity. Lightweight, hypoallergenic elastic 
stretches comfortably for optimal fit. Special fabric and 
sewing technology is cool and comfortable.  Measure 
circumference just above “ankle bone”. Now available in 
Beige and Black.

New Design  
Improvements!  
Less Dorsal Bunching, 
Improved Heel Fit 

1/pk Beige Item# Black Item#
Small - fits ankle circumference 20-22 cm (8˝-8.75˝ ) #P6020-S #P6021-S
Medium - fits ankle circumference 22-24 cm (8.75˝-9.5˝ ) #P6020-M #P6021-M
Large - fits ankle circumference 24-26 cm (9.5˝-10.25˝ ) #P6020-L #P6021-L
XLarge - fits ankle circumference 26-28 cm (10.25˝-11˝ ) #P6020-XL #P6021-XL
XXLarge - fits ankle circumference 28-30 cm (11˝-11.75˝ ) #P6020-XXL #P6021-XXL
Material content: 100% uncoated spandex (synthetic hypoallergenic elasthane). 
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DERMATOLOGYHEEL PAIN RELIEF

Tuli’s® Gel Heel Cups
The Benefits of  Tuli’s®  
Heel Cups and Gel Technology

Ease heel pain, absorb shock with these  
TuliGel™ polymer cups. Specify Regular or Large.

1 pr/pk Item#
Regular (for body weight up to 175lbs.) #P85-REG
Large (for body weight over 175lbs. #P85-LRG

Tuli’s® Heel Cups
Shock Absorbers for Sore Heels

Absorb shock and reduce heel  
pressure with these innovative heel  
cups. Just slip them into shoes to  
ease discomfort from arch, ankle,  
leg and back pain. These patented,  
rubber cushions feature a ˝waffle˝ design  
that compresses and rebounds with every step. 

1 pr/pk Item#
Regular (for body weight up to 175lbs.) #P84-REG
Large (for body weight over 175lbs.) #P84-LRG

Stretches from midfoot,  
not toes, for greater comfort.

Heel-free is cooler  
and more comfortable

“Heel pain is one of 
the most common foot 
complaints” APMA study

EZ Mornings™  
Heel Relief Stretching Splint 
Relieves Plantar Fasciitis Pain  
and Speeds Healing

‘Plantar Fasciitis’ is the medical term 
for pain that results from strain and 
microscopic tearing of the plantar fascia 
ligament on the bottom of the foot. One 
common symptom of this condition is sharp 
heel pain upon arising in the morning 
(because the ligament contracts during the 
night). Worn while resting or sleeping, this 
Splint stretches the fascia  
continuously to minimize  
morning pain and help speed  
healing. Adjustable stretch.  
Sizing is approximate.  
Small fits shoes sized  
5-9, Large fits 9+. 

1/pk Item#
Small #P6040-S
Large #P6040-L

Unique Medical Heel Treatments Your Customers Need
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DERMATOLOGYHEEL PAIN RELIEF

Peel-Away™  
Adjustable Heel Lift
Solve Leg-Length Discrepancies,  
Ease Achilles’ Pain

Unique Lift elevates heel to balance 
differences in leg length that can 
cause hip, back and biomechanical 
problems. Also helps relieve heel  
spurs, Achilles’ tendonitis and related 
conditions. Fits left or right foot.  

1/pk Item#
Small (fits women's 4-7) #P6582-S
Medium (fits women's 8-10, men's 6-8) #P6582-M
Large (fits women's 11+, men's 9+) #P6582-L

Heel Straights™
Correct Heel Posture and Prevent 
Uneven Shoe Wear

Heel inserts help limit excess 
pronation. Help relieve pressure on 
ankles, knees, hips and back while 
reducing uneven shoe wear.  

1 pr/pk Item#
Small (fits women's 5-7) #P316-S
Medium (fits women's 8-10, men's 6-8) #P316-M
Large (fits women's 11-13, men's 9-11) #P316-L

Durable Suede 
Top Cover

Peel off  layers  
to adjust height 
1/8˝ to 3/8˝

Pedi-Smart® Heel Hugs™
Prevent Slipping Heels & Blisters

Instantly stop shoes from slipping off and rubbing against 
the back of sore heels. These soft foam cushions also 
absorb shock to soothe and protect. Self-adhesive backings 
allow easy positioning in women’s or men’s footwear.  
Trimmable. One size fits most.

1 pr/pk Item#
OSFM #P68

Before After

Suede top cover

Three removable layers, 3 mm (1/8”) thick

Bottom layer  
offers varus or valgus wedge

Peel-Away™  
Align-A-Heel™ Lift  
Variable Height with Adjustable  
Varus/Valgus Rearfoot Wedge

• Add height AND improve  
 biomechanics with one, simple,  
 transferable heel insert

• (3) 1/8˝ height layers

• (1) 1/8˝ varus/valgus layer limits pronation

• Help ease Achilles’ strain, plantar fasciitis, leg-length  
 discrepancy, and more

1/pk Item#
Small (fits women's 4-7) #P6581-S
Medium (fits women's 8-10, men's 6-8) #P6581-M
Large (fits women's 11+, men's 9+) #P6581-L

New!

Before After
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DERMATOLOGYORTHOTICS & INSOLES

PumpPals®  
Terry-Comfort® Insoles
Deluxe Cushioning, Support  
for Women’s Shoes

High heels and women’s fashion 
footwear CAN be comfortable!  
These specially-contoured insoles 
were created by a woman foot 
specialist to cushion and support 
women’s feet where they need it 
most — the heels, arches and ball-
of-foot area. Help prevent corns, 
calluses, blisters and heel pain. 
Soft terrycloth top covers help keep 
feet cool and dry, so you can go 
SockLess®. Trim to fit. 

1 pr/pk Item#
Trim-to-fit #P201

SockLess®  
Terry-Comfort® Insoles
Shoes Feel Great,  
Even Without Socks!

Feet stay dry, cool and 
comfortable with these 
terrycloth-covered insoles.  
These are especially popular in 
warm climates, and wherever 
people go ‘sockless’ – wearing 
shoes without socks. One trim-
to-fit size.

1 pr/pk Item#
Trim-to-fit #P220

1 pr/pk Item#
Women’s 5-6 #P182-XS
Women’s 7-8, Men’s 6 #P182-S
Women’s 9-10, Men’s 7-8 #P182-M
Women’s 11+, Men’s 9-10 #P182-L
Men’s 11-12 #P182-XL
Men’s 13-14 #P182-XXL

Effective in Sneakers,  
Dress Shoes and Boots

Arch Padding

Heel Cushioning

Ball of  Foot Relief

Arch Support

Heel Cushion

Metatarsal Support

Podiatrist Recommended

Arch Cradles®
Orthopedically Designed 
Comfort Orthotics that 
Ease Foot Pain

Soft support for weak, 
flat arches, heel and ball-
of-foot pain. 3/4-length 
orthotics fit comfortably 
in most footwear.  

Note: P220 contains natural rubber latex  
which may cause allergic reactions. 
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FeatherStep® Insoles
Ease Foot Pain…Even Neuroma

Durable leather with extra cushioning. 
Absorb shock and soothe pain from 
calluses, neuroma and other ball-
of-foot discomfort, while helping 
improve foot posture and balance. Fit 
comfortably in most shoes. Trim to fit.   
Note: Product contains natural rubber latex which 
may cause allergic reactions.

1 pr/pk Item#
Women's 6-8 #P195-L-6/8
Women's 9-11 #P195-L-9/11
Men's 7-10 #P195-M-7/10
Men's 11-13 #P195-M-11/13

Massaging  
Work Insoles for Men
All-day comfort in sneakers, boots  
and dress shoes! Unique patent-pending 
support system provides comfort and 
shock absorption. Memory foam top 
layer conforms to foot contours like 
custom-made orthotics. Air perforations 
boost circulation to keep feet cool and 
dry. Available in one men’s trim-to-fit 
size, (fits shoe sizes 8-13).    

1 pr/pk Item#

Trim to Fit #P185

Clear Comfort™  
Insoles for Women
Soft support for women’s shoes!  Gel absorbs 
heel shock and cushions ball of foot. Thin, 
¾-length design fits easily in all shoes and 
allows toes to move freely. Adhesive back 
secures insole in shoes. Great for high heels, 
flats and boots. Available in one women’s  
trim-to-fit size (fits shoe sizes 6-10). 

1 pr/pk Item#

Trim to Fit #P225

Note: P195 contains natural rubber latex  
which may cause allergic reactions. 

Prominent  
Metatarsal Pad

Full-Length, Heavy-Duty Replacement Insoles with Arch Support
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DERMATOLOGYGELSTEP®

GelStep® Heel Cups & Pads Sizing
Small fits Women’s Shoe Sizes 4-7    
Medium fits Men’s sizes 6-8 ½, Women’s 7 ½ - 10   
Large fits Men’s sizes 9-11 ½, Women’s 10 ½ - 12 
Extra Large fits Men’s sizes 12-14 ½, Women’s 12+    
XX Large fits Men’s sizes 15+

Pain Relieving Silicone Foot Protection 
Heel Cups, Pads and Insoles with Exclusive New Anti-Microbial Top Cover Options

GelStep® Heel Cups with Soft Spur Spot
Soft Gel Cup with even softer Blue Zone for extra 
cushioning, protection and relief of heel pain.  In a clinical 
medical study, this exact design was proven ‘most effective’ 
compared to several different treatment options for 
relieving heel pain. 

1 pr/pk Covered ‘SC’ Uncovered ‘S’
Small #5050-SC #5050-S
Medium #5051-SC #5051-S
Large #5052-SC #5052-S
XLarge #5056-SC #5056-S
XXLarge #5057-SC #5057-S

GelStep® Heel Cups with Soft Center Spot
Soft Gel Cup with even softer Blue Zone for extra 
cushioning, protection and relief of heel pain.  Center 
Spot provides larger relief area than ‘Spur Spot’.

1 pr/pk Covered ‘SC’ Uncovered ‘S’
Small #5025-SC #5025-S
Medium #5026-SC #5026-S
Large #5027-SC #5027-S
XLarge #5031-SC #5031-S
XXLarge #5032-SC #5032-S

Blue Zone under heelSoft off-center, true 
dual durometer zone 
minimizes shock

GelStep® Heel Pads with Soft Spur Spot
Soft Gel Pad with even softer Blue Zone for extra 
cushioning, protection and relief of heel pain.  Pads 
require less space in shoes than Cups.  Spur Spot is located 
where the plantar fascia attaches to the calcaneous for 
extra relief.

1 pr/pk Covered ‘SC’ Uncovered ‘S’
Small #5100-SC #5100-S
Medium #5101-SC #5101-S
Large #5102-SC #5102-S

GelStep® Heel Pads with Soft Center Spot
Soft Gel Pad with even softer Blue Zone for extra 
cushioning, protection and relief of heel pain.  Pads 
require less space in shoes than Cups.  Center Spot provides 
larger relief area than ‘Spur Spot’.

1 pr/pk Covered ‘SC’ Uncovered ‘S’
Small #5105-SC #5105-S
Medium #5106-SC #5106-S
Large #5107-SC #5107-S

Genuine Silicone...  
Don’t Be Fooled  
by Imitations...  
Nothing Absorbs Shock Better  

We highly recommend our optional anti-microbial 
top covers that improve shoe environment, reduce 
friction and ease shoe donning — an exclusive 
GelStep® feature.
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DERMATOLOGYGELSTEP®

GelStep® Insole & Orthotic Sizing
Small fits Men’s Shoe Sizes 4-5 ½, Women’s 5-7
Medium fits Men’s sizes 6-7 ½, Women’s 7 ½ - 9 ½
Large fits Men’s sizes 8-9, Women’s 10-12
Extra Large fits Men’s sizes 9 ½ - 11
XX Large fits Men’s sizes 11 ½ - 12 ½
XXX Large fits Men’s sizes 13+

GelStep®  
3/4 Length Insoles
Effective in Sneakers, Shoes and Boots

Comfort, support and protect feet to ease heel, 
arch and forefoot pain. Mild metatarsal pad. 
Softer heel and ball-of-foot Blue Zones for 
extra foot cushioning.

1 pr/pk Covered ‘SC’
Small #7000-SC
Medium #7001-SC
Large #7002-SC
XLarge #7003-SC
XXLarge #7004-SC

GelStep® Full Length  
Replacement Insoles
Replace New or Worn Insoles for Added Comfort 

These add support and cushioning to sneakers, boots and 
dress shoes with removable insoles. They help ease heel, 
arch and forefoot pain and absorb shock. Great for athletes, 
business professionals and geriatric customers. Blue Zones 
provide extra soft protection for sensitive areas.

1 pr/pk Covered ‘SC’
Small #7050-SC
Medium #7051-SC
Large #7052-SC
XLarge #7053-SC
XXLarge #7054-SC
XXXLarge #7055-SC

Blue Zones are truly dual-durometer — the 
blue areas are made of softer silicone for extra 
cushioning. Don’t be fooled by other insoles 
only colored differently, as they don’t provide 
any extra benefit.

GelStep® Posted Heel Pads  
with Soft Spur Spot
Improves Foot Function

Soft heel cushion features extended arch support with 
heel posting that helps most feet function better. Blue 
Zone for extra cushioning and relief of heel pain.

1 pr/pk Covered ‘SC’ Uncovered ‘S’
Small #5075-SC #5075-S
Medium #5076-SC #5076-S
Large #5077-SC #5077-S

GelStep® Thin Dress Shoe Insole  
with Low, Wide Metatarsal Rise
Finally, Relief  That Works, and Fits in Women’s Shoes

These unique dress shoe insoles feature soft, wide  
ball-of-foot padding that redistributes forefoot 
pressure to make high heels comfortable

1 pr/pk Covered ‘SC’
Small #7029-SC
Medium #7030-SC
Large #7031-SC

3° post
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FungaZoil® Antifungal Solution
Treats Fungus of  the Toes & Fingers On Skin,  
Around, Adjacent To and Under Nails

First with the broad-spectrum antifungal power of Clotrimazole in an exclusive, 
penetrating Essential Oils Formula. Kills 6 types of fungus, yeast and molds that 
cause skin and nail discoloration. Helps improve nail appearance. Exclusive carrier 
oils — with a history of antifungal, antimicrobial and antibacterial activity — help 
penetrate, including Tea Tree, Jojoba, Sweet Almond and Peppermint Oils.

1 Bottle Item#
.5 oz #P3492

Anti-Odor

New Antifungal & Anti-Odor Technologies

“With one application the whole family 
immediately noticed the results…Two and a 
half months out, and it continues with good 
results. I am excited to have this available for 
my patients”   Paul Jones, DPM

Antifungal

PediLux4™  
Deodorizing Foot Cream
One Use Stops Foot Odor for Months

Single application keeps smelly feet odor-free for 
up to 90 days. Patent-pending cream formula helps 
limit bacteria growth that causes foot and shoe 
odor. Just apply to feet, wear the special absorption 
socks (included) overnight, and foot odor is gone. 
Doctor recommended for stinky feet problems. 

1 Kit Item#
.18 oz #P3328

New!
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Mango Magic®   
Foot Lotion
Instantly Moisturizes Skin  
with Healthy Nutrients

Soothe and soften rough, 
dry feet. Non-greasy formula 
features mineral oil, aloe vera 
and vitamin E to nourish skin.

1 Bottle Item#
8 oz #P3066

Podiatrists’ Choice®  
Callus Control Cream™
20% Urea to Soften & Moisturize Rough, Dry Skin

Hydrate and exfoliate in one step with this extra-
strength formula. Urea penetrates calluses and 
thick, hard skin to produce soft, smooth feet that 
look and feel healthy.

1 Jar Item#
4 oz #P3310

Podiatrists’ Choice®  
Soothing Foot Powder
Absorbs wetness to help keep feet 
cool and dry. Helps reduce foot odor. 
Minimizes friction, too.

Soothing Foot Powder helps keep feet 
and shoes cool, dry, comfortable and 
refreshed. Use daily for best results.

1 Bottle Item#
7 oz #P3325

Fast-Acting & Long Lasting
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“It really works. Following treatment of Athlete’s Foot 
or nail fungus infection, I tell my patients to plan on 
using this for life to help prevent re-infection.”   
Dr. José Concha

Tea Tree Ultimates® 
FungaSoap®  
Cleansing Wash
Washes Away Fungus and Bacteria 
Naturally with Tea Tree Oil

Win the fungus battle! This 
patented soap is enriched with  
Tea Tree Oil — used since  
ancient times as a disinfectant,  
to fight germs, and as an  
antiseptic to help prevent 
infection. Use alone, as a 
complement to anti-fungal 
medications, and for  
longer-term relief and  
prevention of foot and body 
fungus problems.

1 Bottle Item#
5.1 oz #P3070
6 oz #P3071
13.5 oz #P3072
2 oz Trial Size #P3075

“This soap is great for athlete’s foot and other fungal 
foot issues. My feet have greatly improved.”   
M. Dolan, Chicago, IL

Podiatrist-Recommended Skin Care Solutions That Work — And Sell

Foot AND Body Wash...  
not just a footcare item!

Tea Tree Ultimates®  
Soaking Crystals™
Help Soak Away Fungus & Bacteria from Skin Surface

A therapeutic foot soak featuring our exclusive blend of Tea 
Tree and Peppermint essential oils, Epsom and Sea Salts. 
This invigorating soak soothes aches and pains, relieves 
itching and softens corns and calluses while fighting fungus 
and bacteria.  Leaves feet feeling refreshed, clean and 
smelling great!

1 Box Item#
(6) 1 oz pkts #P3078

Introducing 
New Sizes  
& Packaging!

#P3071

#P3070

#P3072

#P3075
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Diabetic Defense®  
Daily Therapy Foot Moisturizer
Penetrates Deeply to Soften Thick Calluses  
and Hydrates Dry Cracked Skin

Penetrates thick, hard skin to moisturize, soothe 
and protect. Contains Shea Butter with Vitamins 
A, E & F for long-lasting hydration. Non-greasy, 
absorbs quickly.

1 Jar Item#
4 oz #P3620

1 Bottle Item#
5.1 oz #P3076

Diabetic Defense®  
Daily Therapy Foot Wash
Extra Protection for At-Risk Feet

Physician-Formulated, 100% 
purely natural formula with 12 
specialized and Essential Oils. 
Tea Tree Oil cleans and protects. 
Ginger stimulates circulation. 
Shea Butter with Vitamins A,  
E & F to moisturize. Shower,  
bath or tub convenience.  
Regular use helps soothe, 
soften, moisturize skin and 
helps minimize infection risk 
by washing fungus and bacteria 
from the skin surface.

Deep-Healing Foot Cream™
Softens Rough, Dry, Cracked Skin

This rich, hydrating cream features mineral oil 
and vitamins A, D and E to moisturize and soften 
calluses and dry, rough skin. Our special formula 
penetrates deep to help heal dry, cracked areas 
— which is especially beneficial for people with 
diabetes and sensitive feet. 

1 Jar Item#
4 oz #P3069
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Pedi-Quick®  
2-Sided Foot File
Works Gently, Safely

Two different emery surfaces — 
one fine and one coarse — gently 
smooth rough, dry or hardened skin. 
Works great on corns and calluses.  
Ergonomically-designed, non-slip 
handle provides precise control.

1/pk Item#
#P3020

Pedi-Quick®  
Dual-Action Foot File
Quickly Reduces Corns  
and Calluses

Smooth corns and calluses. This 
handy file features a fine emery 
surface to reduce rough, dry 
areas and a coarse stainless-steel 
surface to help remove extra-
hard skin. A non-slip handle 
provides precise control.

1/pk Item#
#P3011

Metal Side         Emery Side

6 Ways To Soften Rough Feet
Pedi-Smart®  
Toe & Nail Soaking Tray
Easier, Less-Costly Treatments

Contoured, compact tray makes soaking toes easy! Soften 
corns, calluses, toenails, ingrown nails. Supports the foot 
in a comfortable position and uses just 1 cup (or less!)  
of your preferred soaking solutions. Uniquely-shaped  
9˝ x 9˝ x 2˝ D tray makes it easier, faster and less costly  
to address stubborn toe and nail conditions. No more big, 
heavy tubs to lift, carry, spill or clean. Soaks just the toes.

1/pk Item#
#P3037

New!
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Pedi-Quick®  
Step-N-Smooth®  
Shower Foot File
Smoother Feet — No Bending!

Simply rub heels against this unique mat 
to safely smooth calluses and rough, dry 
skin. Long-lasting mat rests on the shower 
floor. Non-skid backing keeps it securely 
positioned to help prevent slipping. Great for 
people who cannot easily reach their feet.

Pedi-Quick® Salon Pedicure Kit
Soft, Smooth, Healthy-Looking Feet…Fast!

Removes rough, thick, calluses, keeps 
heels soft & smooth. Now, with a more 
powerful motor, larger grooming discs and 
new, improved design. Works in minutes. 
Safe, convenient foot care and pedicures 
at home. For Men and Women. 6 Month 
Warranty. (Uses 4AA batteries not included)

Pedi-Quick® Safety  
Corn & Callus Trimmer
Smoothes Callused Feet

Used properly, this unique implement 
safely reduces calluses and rough, dry, 
hard skin buildup fast. Only the PediFix 
Trimmer features a flexible,  
non-slip handle that prevents excess 
pressure and callus removal.  

*3 blades are included in each pack. Each trimmer 
blade is reversible/double-sided to provide two long-
lasting, stainless-steel edges.

 Item#
1/pk #P3035

Blade Refills
6/pk #P3036
Blade Refills are bagged – not packaged for retail display.

1/pk Item#
#P3030

Includes 2 Attachments:
1 Rotary MicroFile
1 Emery Buffer

 Item#
1 Kit #P3349

Replacement Emery Discs
3/pk #P3348
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Super Thin

Liquid-Filled Chamber ‘Floats’  
Friction from Skin Surface

™

4/pk Item#
Small #P810-S
Large #P810-L

SoreSpot®
Blister & Skin  
Protection Bandages  
with LiquiCell® Technology
Exclusive new liquid-filled bandages 
minimize friction and shear to prevent 
blisters, corns and calluses or protect 
them after they’ve formed. Ultra-thin so 
they fit in any shoes. Clear and nearly 
invisible. Flexible and conforming to 
foot contours. Self-adhesive so they 
stay in place. Also effective for diabetic 
skin-care and other friction-reduction 
applications. Small Bandages fit toes. 
Large Bandages fit bunions, heels, ball-
of-foot.

Protect heel, top-of-foot,  
toes and bunions

Floats Friction & Shear Over Protected Areas

Pedi-GEL®  
Comfort Gel Sheets
Cushion and Protect Sore Spots

Our unique new Pedi-GEL® 
material is self-sticking, 
washable, reusable and safe 
for sensitive skin. These adhere 
directly to skin or to the insides 
of shoes — whichever is 
preferred — to provide extra 
cushioning, prevent calluses and 
reduce friction. Extra long-lasting  
Polyurethane Gel. Trim-to-fit.

2/pk Item#
Sheets (2 ˝ x 3 1/2˝) #P8205

Anti-microbial Top Covers

Visco-GEL®  
Silicone Moleskin  
Protective Padding
Superior to Traditional Moleskin

The only material that provides 
pressure relief AND shear reduction. 
This self-sticking Gel padding absorbs 
pressure and friction to cushion 
and protect. Conforms to any foot 
contours. Relieves pain from corns, 
calluses, bunions, blisters and more. 
Washable and reusable. Maintains 
self-adhesive properties even after 
washing. Silicone Gel. Trim-to-fit.

2/pk Item#
Sheets (2 1/2˝ x 3˝) #P805

Sheets (2˝ x 3 ½˝)

New Ways to Protect & Soothe Skin
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Visco-GEL®  
Heel-So-Smooth®  
Heel Sleeves
Soothe & Soften Rough, Dry, Cracked Heels

These unique Sleeves are lined with Visco-
GEL® that releases Vitamin E-enriched 
mineral oil onto the skin surface to help 
soften and moisturize rough, dry, cracked 
heels.  Improvement is noticeable after just 
a few hours.  Typically worn while resting, 
or overnight.  Apply moisturizing creams to 
heels before use for even faster results.

1 pr/pk Item#
OSFM #P800

Gel Ultimates®  
Moisturizing Booties
Softer feet in hours!

These Visco-GEL® lined slipper-socks 
moisturize and soften hard, dry, rough 
skin — fast. Get smooth feet after just 
a few short treatments. Exclusive Gel 
that fully surrounds feet — not just 
the soles — gradually releases jojoba, 
avocado, olive and other natural oils 
onto the skin’s surface. Terrycloth 
comfort, non-skid soles. Safe to wear 
around the house while feet get 
super soft! Washable and reusable for 
months.  One size fits most.

1 pr/pk Item#
OSFM #P802

Heel-So-Smooth® Counter-Top Display 
6 pair, 15”H x 7”W x 9”D 
#P09-HSS

Display is free with purchase of 6 pair.

Gel Booties Display 
12 pair,  
22 ½˝ H x 12 ½ W x 3˝ D 
#P21-STD  

Display is free with  
purchase of 12 pair.

“This is the best product for cracked and dry 
heels that I have ever used. I tried several 
other products in the past for cracked heels, 
but nothing worked. Then I discovered these 
heel sleeves, and I was amazed at how great 
they work.”   
Nancy R., Dallas, TX

Moisture Zone Inside

Gel-Lined!  
Soothe & Soften
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Achilles/Skate & Boot  
Protection Sleeves Sizing Chart: 
Small fits Women’s shoe sizes to 9, Men’s to 7
Large fits Women’s shoe sizes 9+, Men’s 7+

Visco-GEL®  
Skate & Boot  
Protection Sleeve 
Relief  and Protection for the  
Top of  the Foot.

• Absorbs pressure, friction, shock  
 and shear 
• Gel pad distributes pressure from  
 tight laces

• Effective in shoes, boots, skates, etc.

1/pk Item#
Small #P1408-S
Large #P1408-L

Visco-GEL®  
Ankle Bone  
Protection Sleeve
Relief  and Protection  
for the Ankle Bone

• Gel pads are in direct contact  
 with skin to absorb pressure,  
 friction, shock and shear

• Slim design fits in most  
 footwear, including boots,  
 skates, braces, etc.

• Features two pads — one  
 for each side of the ankle

• One size fits most

1/pk Item#
OSFM #P1405

1/pk Item#
Small #P1400-S
Large #P1400-L

Used by 
Professional 

Hockey  
Players

Visco-GEL®  
Achilles Protection Sleeve 
Relief  from ‘Pump Bump’ (Haglund’s 
Deformity), Sore, Fatigued or Injured  
Achilles Tendon

• Soft, comfortable Gel pad is in direct contact  
 with skin to protect the back of the heel  
 from friction, pressure

• Slim profile design fits in most footwear,  
 including boots, skates, etc. 

• Use with our Peel-Away™ Adjustable Heel  
 Lift (see page 23) to take pressure off the  
 strained Achilles.

Visco-GEL® Inside

Visco-GEL® Inside

Visco-GEL® 
padding on both 
sides of  ankle

Targeted Ankle Protection —Top, Sides, Back
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Swede-O® Ankle Brace
Steps Ahead of  Other Braces

This ankle brace is great for joint stability,  
injury prevention, rehabilitation, comfort  
and durability. A patented system keeps it tight  
and positioned properly while side-stabilizing inserts 
deliver additional support. Fits left or right foot. 

1/pk Item#
Xsmall (fits women's 4-6, mens 3-5) #7200-XS
Small (fit's women's 7-9, men's 6-7) #7200-S
Medium (fits women's 10-11, men's 8-10) #7200-M
Large (fits women's 12-13, men's 11-12) #7200-L
XLarge (fits men's 13-14) #7200-XL
XXLarge (fits men's 15+) #7200-XXL

Darco® Flexible Post-Op Shoe
Reduces Stress on Surgical & Fracture Sites  
to Speed Healing

• Semi-flexible sole comforms to foot  
 contours throughout the gait cycle, makes  
 walking easier and more comfortable.

• Soft nylon upper, self-molding insoles  
 protect foot surface.

• Interchangeable right or left foot.

1/pk Item#
Women’s Small (fits 4-6) #6210-L-S
Women’s Medium (fits 6½-8) #6210-L-M
Women’s Large (fits 8½-10) #6210-L-L
Men’s Small (fits 6-8) #6210-M-S
Men’s Medium (fits 8½-10) #6210-M-M
Men’s Large (fits 10½-12) #6210-M-L
Men’s XLarge (fits 12½-14) #6210-M-XL
Children’s (fits 12-1) #6210-Y

NatraCure® Cold Therapy Socks 
Targeted Cold Therapy for Relief  of  Foot Aches & Pains
• Relieves pain from heel spurs, plantar fasciitis, toe problems, more
• Eases discomfort on bottom of foot, top of foot and Achilles’ Tendon
• Soothes tired, sore muscles, strains and sprains
• Place removable chilled or frozen Gel packs where needed
• Effective after injury or surgery
• Small fits shoe sizes 6-9½, Large fits 10+

1 pr/pk Item#
Small #P705-S
Large #P705-L

Place cold packs where 
needed:  arch, heel or 
top of  foot

Note: 7200 contains natural rubber latex which may cause allergic reactions
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Visco-GEL®  
Joint Protection Sleeve 
Instantly Comforts Knees, Elbows & Heels

Soft’N Stretch™ fabric with soft, thick Gel pad 
inside to protect and soothe. Fits heels and 
elbows best, some knees. Thicker Gel than 
Tubing above.

1/pk Item#
Small (5 5/16˝ L x 3" W) #P1425-S
Large (5 9/16˝ L x 3 5/8˝ W) #P1425-L

Visco-GEL® Mesh Body Tubing
Soothes, Protects, Compresses

3˝ diameter, 10˝ long Gel-lined Soft’N Stretch™ mesh 
fabric fits over most feet, ankles, calves, knees, wrists, 
elbows and arms.  Versatile applications include 
protecting skin under braces & splints, reducing the 
appearance of scars, providing mild compression to 
appendages and more. Trimmable.

1/pk Item#
OSFM #P1203

Fully lined with 
moisturizing Visco-GEL®

Body & Joint Protection with Visco-GEL®
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SeamLess™ Sock Sizing Chart
Small fits Women’s Shoe Sizes 5-7 ½, Men’s 4-6 ½
Medium/Large fits Women’s Sizes 8-10 ½, Men’s 7-9 ½
Extra Large fits Women’s Sizes 11-13 ½, Men’s 10-12 ½

SeamLess™ OverSized Socks
Great for enlarged feet, ankles & calves.  

Same features as the Everyday Socks, plus 
extra-wide tops stretch comfortably over 
enlarged feet, ankles and calves, casts  
and bandages, too.

Resilient fibers allow them to return to 
their original shape after laundering.

96% Cotton, 4% Elastic

1 pr/pk Item#
Small #P798-S
Medium/Large #P798-M/L
XLarge #P798-XL

Stretch Socks™ Sizing Chart
Medium fits Women’s Shoe Sizes 7-10, Men’s 6-9
Large fits Women’s Shoe Sizes 10-13, Men’s 9-12
Extra Large fits Men’s Shoe Sizes 13+

‘No Ridge’ toe seam

Stretches to 20 inches... 
great as a cast cover

Extra padding from the back 
of  heels to the tops of  toes

Stretch Socks™
Fit easily over enlarged feet, ankles,  
calves, casts and bandages.

• Resilient, non-bunching construction

• Micro-Cool™ treatment process moves  
 moisture away from skin surface

• Anti-microbial agent inhibits the  
 growth of bacteria and fungus on  
 sock fibers to help prevent odor and  
 athlete’s foot

1 pr/pk Item#
Medium #P760-M
Large #P760-L
XLarge #P760-XL
96% High Bulk Acrylic, 4% Lycra

SeamLess™ Everyday Socks
Safer and more comfortable for people 
with sensitive feet or diabetes.  

• Hand-sewn toe seams eliminate  
 irritating ridges

• Cross-stretch design conforms to feet  
 without binding or bunching

• Anti-bacterial finish protects against   
 fungus and germs

1 pr/pk Item#
Small #P795-S
Medium/Large #P795-M/L
XLarge #P795-XL
94% Cotton, 5% Nylon, 1% Elastic

Specialty Hosiery for Specific Customer Needs

Stretches to 18 inches

Flat, hand-sewn  
toe seam

Great for Diabetics
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Dexterity™ Scar Therapy  
Silicone Sheets and Strips
Help Improve the Appearance of  Problem Scars

Self-adhesive Silicone sheets smooth, soften, and improve the 
texture, color and thickness of scars.  Help relieve itching and 
pain. Washable and reusable for repeated applications.  Soft, 
pliable, comfortable. Cost effective, easy to use and durable. 

• Sturdy 
• Tear-Resistant 
• Self-Adhering 
• Stays in Place

4-Way  
Soft’N Stretch™ 
Cover

Help Improve  
the Appearance  
of  Scars!

  Item#
1˝ x 8˝ SkinStrip, Beige Top Cover 1/pk #P4191
2˝ x 8˝ SkinStrip, Beige Top Cover 1/pk #P4192
2 1/2˝ x 3˝ Sheet, Beige Top Cover 2/pk #P4105
2 1/2˝ x 3˝ Sheet, Clear Top Cover 2/pk #P806
4˝ x 6˝ Sheet, Beige Top Cover 1/pk #P4180
4˝ x 6˝ Sheet, Clear Top Cover 1/pk #P4181

“Silicone has the 
best evidence of all 
treatments for scars”   
Mustoe et al, 2002

#P4191

#P4192  #P4105  #P806

#P4180 #P4181
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Visco-GEL®  
Fabric-Covered  
Finger Protector
Relieves Pain Instantly

Soft fabric-covered cap surrounds, 
protects and soothes with our 
exclusive Gel. Absorbs pressure 
and friction while releasing mineral 
oil to soften and moisturize skin.  
Relieves cracked fingers fast!

1/pk Item#
Small #P4050-S
Large #P4050-L
Xlarge #P4050-XL

Visco-GEL®  
All-Gel Digit Cap
Protect, Soothe, Moisturize

Relieve pain and inflammation 
from arthritis, athletic stress or 
injury. Comfort and protect nail 
bed injuries, dry cracked cuticles 
and partially amputated fingers. 
May help reduce hypersensitivity, 
improve skin elasticity and the 
appearance of scars. Comfort 
vent at tip allows skin to breathe. 
Washable and reusable.

1/pk Item#
Small #P4075-S
Large #P4075-L

Visco-GEL®  
Digit Tube
Protect, Soothe, Moisturize

Relieve pain and inflammation 
from arthritis, athletic stress 
or injury and absorb shock. 
Flexible mesh fabric stretches 
easily over digits. Can be cut 
to any size. Gel slowly releases 
mineral oil and vitamin E to 
soften and moisturize skin. 
Washable and reusable.  
1, 6˝-long piece. Trim to fit.

1/pk Item#
Small #P4202-S
Large #P4202-L

Relief for Dry, Cracked Skin!
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Visco-GEL®  
Carpal Tunnel  
Relief  Sleeve
Eases Pain, Cushions & Protects

Soft’N Stretch™ fabric positions 
the anatomically-designed Gel pad 
to cushion and protect. Reduces 
impact, shock and vibration to 
ease discomfort following injury, 
surgery, or burns. Allows a full 
range of motion and provides 
mild compression. Low profile 
design. Helps soften scars. Small 
fits average sized hands. Large fits 
bigger hands. 

1/pk Item#
Small Left #P460-SL
Small Right #P460-SR
Large Left #P460-LL
Large Right #P460-LR

Visco-GEL®  
Microfiber Elbow Sleeve
Comforts, soothes and nourishes  
with moisturizing gel.

Microfiber Elbow Sleeves provide 
deep hydration to the elbow area. 
The proprietary gel lining releases 
a combination of skin nourishing 
hydrators which help soften and 
improve the elbow’s appearance. 
Conditions dry cracked elbows. 
Helps prevent hard skin & calluses. 
Cushions on contact. Sleeves can be 
easily applied or removed. Washable 
and reusable.

1/pk Item#
OSFM #P130

Visco-GEL® Thumb Protector
Soothe, Support, Protect

Soft Gel cushions and protects from 
forceful trauma, pressure, shock and 
shear. Attaches to thumb. Position on 
side of thumb or on palm. Visco-GEL® 
slowly releases mineral oil and vitamin 
E to soften and moisturize skin. May also 
help improve the appearance of old and 
new scars. Thin design fits under splints 
or braces. Washable and reusable. 

1/pk Item#
Small #P4316-S
Large #P4316-L

Visco-GEL® Palm & 
Thumb Protector
Relieves Pain of  the  
MP/CMC Joint

Soft’N Stretch™ fabric sleeve 
positions a soft Gel pad to 
protect metacarpal heads. 
Use to cushion the base of the 
thumb or incision sites. Low 
profile design fits comfortably 
under splints and braces. Ideal 
for ‘trigger finger’.

1/pk Item#
Small #P4306-S
Large #P4306-L
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DERMATOLOGYDEXTERITY ™ HAND THER APY

NatraCure®  
Heat Therapy Mittens 
Ease Pain, Increase Circulation  
& Range of  Motion

These soothing Mittens 
provide heat therapy for hands 
post-operatively, following 
injury or for those suffering 
from arthritis, joint stiffness, 
generalized hand pain or 
circulatory impairment. 
Microwavable, with Flax Seed 
pockets to provide specific 
‘warming zones’ that soothe 
and comfort. Soft Visco-GEL® 
lining moisturizes and softens 
skin. Fleece outer cover.  

Gel Ultimates®  
Moisturizing Gloves
Softer Hands and Fingers Fast!

These Visco-GEL® lined gloves start 
to moisturize, soothe and soften 
hard, dry, rough or cracked skin in 
just hours. Get smooth hands after 
a few short treatments. Exclusive 
Gel gradually releases jojoba, 
avocado, olive and other natural 
oils onto the skin’s surface. Help 
relieve cracked fingers and scars. 
Comprehensive hand coverage.  
Washable and reusable for months. 

1 pr/pk Item#
OSFM #P218

1 pr/pk Item#
OSFM #P458

#P17-DEX —   
Dexterity® 2-Sided counter top spinner display 
22˝ H x 13.5˝ W x 12˝ D

Display is free with full assortment purchase.  
Call for latest contents list and pricing.

Gel-Lined!  
Soothe & Soften

Warm  
Zones

Gel-Lined!  
Soothe & Soften
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#P17 —   
2-sided counter-top spinner display  

22˝ H x 13.5˝ W x 12˝ D

Display is free with full assortment purchase.  
Call for latest contents list and pricing.

Displays, Planograms & Promotional Tools

Counter-Top Displays
Boost Impulse Purchases 
15˝ H x 7˝ W x 9˝ D

Choose from:

Heel-So-Smooth® Heel Sleeves Display 
#P09-HSS  
Contains (6) P800s

Tea Tree Ultimates® FungaSoap® Display 
#P09-FS  
Contains (12) P3071s

Diabetic Defense® Daily Therapy  
Foot Wash Display 
#P09-DDFW   
Contains (9) P3076s

Diabetic Defense® Mix Display 
#P09-DDMIX   
Contains:  (5) P3076s 
 (3) P3620s

Tea Tree Ultimates® Soaking Crystals™ Display 
#P09-SC   
Contains (6) P3078s 

Deep-Healing Foot Cream™ Display 
#P09-DHFC   
Contains (12) P3069s

Dermatology Mix Display  
#P09-MIX   
Contains:  (4) P3071s 
 (3) P3078s 
 (4) P3069s

Displays are free with full assortment purchase.

#P09-HSS #P09-FS #P09-DDFW#P09-SC

#P09-DHFC

#P09-MIX

#P09-DDMIX
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#P21-STD  
Moisturizing Booties  
Prepack Display, 12 pair 
22 ½˝ H x 12 ½˝ W x 3˝ D

Display is free with purchase  
of 12 pair.

#P20-STD   
Moisturizing Booties & Gloves 
Prepack Display, 6 pair of each 
22 ½˝ H x 12 ½˝ W x 3˝ D

Display is free with purchase  
of 12 pair – 6 Gloves, 6 Booties

©2015 PediFix, Inc. Printed in the USA

3-Layer Toe Separators, Align-A-Heel, Arch Cradles, Bunion Guard, Bunion Relievers, Callus Control Cream, 
Clear Comfort, Deep-Healing Foot Cream, Dexterity, Diabetic Defense, Dual-Action Bunion Fix, EZ Mornings, 
FeatherStep, FELTtastic, FungaSoap, FungaZoil, GelStep, Gel Ultimates, Heel Hugs, Heel-So-Smooth, Heel 
Straights, Little Toe Sleeves, Mango Magic, Nighttime Bunion Regulator, the No Fungus Symbol, the No Sore 
Feet symbol, PediFix, Pedi-GEL, Pedi-Quick, Pedi-Smart, PediLux4, Peel-Away, Podiatrists’ Choice, PumpPals, 
“Relief and Comfort, Guaranteed”, SeamLess, ShoeZap, Slip-On Toe Spacers, Soaking Crystals, SockLess, 
SoftSplint, SoreSpot, Stay-Put Toe Separators , Stay-Put Toe Spacers, Step-N-Smooth, Stretch Socks, Tea Tree 
Ultimates, Terry-Comfort, ToeBuddy, Toe Separators, Toe Trainers, Tubular-Foam Toe Bandages, 4 in 1 Super 
Soft Toe Cushions, Gel Ultimates and Visco-GEL are trademarks of PediFix, Inc.
LiquiCell® is a registered trademark of LiquiCell Technologies, Inc.
Lycra is a registered trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.
NatraCure® is a registered trademark of PolyGel, LLC 
Swede-O is a registered trademark of Swede-O, Inc., 
Tuli’s and TuliGel are trademarks of Medi-Dyne Healthcare Products, Ltd.
Velcro is a registered trademark of Velcro Industries. 

Prescription Pads 
Give these to local 
healthcare professionals.

Order #L2041

Consumer Product Guide 
Give these to your customers 
and local foot specialists 
so they know you carry the 
PediFix line. Add your address 
label on the back.

Order #L0109

Full-Line  
Medical Catalog 
Features hundreds 
of PediFix Medical 
Footcare products 
NOT packaged for 
retail sale. 

Order #L2051

Out-of-Stock Tags 
Make planograms  
easier to manage.

Order #OSTag

#P1 —   
12” W x 48” H Planogram 
Call for latest contents list and pricing.

#P2 —  
24” W x 42” H Planogram 
Call for latest contents list and pricing.

1-Foot Planogram 2-Foot Planogram

ShoeZap  
Patient Brochure 
Give these to your 
customers. Add 
your address label  
on the back.

Order # LP3410-P
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Floor Displays

#P40 —  
Top-Sellers Floor Display 
60˝ H x 48˝ W x 17˝ D

Display is free with full 
assortment purchase.  
Call for latest contents list 
and pricing.
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#P77 —   
Power Pillar Display 

72˝ H (w/header), 16˝ x 19˝ base with wheels

Display is free with full assortment 
purchase. Call for latest contents list 
and pricing.

#P40-2 —  
Our 8-foot (linear) display 
features the complete 
assortment of PediFix 
Footcare Products,  
offering your customers 
relief from all common 
foot conditions in the 
widest array of sizes and 
styles.

Full Line Floor Display 
60˝ H x 96˝ W x 17˝ D

Display is free with full 
assortment purchase.  
Call for latest contents list 
and pricing.

Boost your footcare sales and profits with  
a broad assortment of PediFix products  
These feature top-selling items, addressing 
dozens of common foot ailments and 
conditions. Choose a complete display, or 
use your own fixtures and order just the 
merchandise mix.
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Call 1-800-356-8185 • Fax 1-800-431-7801 
Visit www.pedifix.com • Email sales@pedifix.com 
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10 New Products Inside! 

Innovative Products for People with Diabetes

  PAGE 8  PAGE 13

   Tea Tree  
  Arch Support Ultimates®  
 Visco-GEL® All-Gel Toe Cap Bandage  FungaSoap®  Visco-GEL® Corn Protectors 
 #P80 #P60 #P3071 #P81

 Visco-GEL® Visco-GEL® Peel-Away™   
 Dual Action Bunion Fix™   Stay Put Toe Spacers™   Align-A-Heel Lift™  GelStep® Heel Cups 
 #P47 #P27 #P6581 #5025   PAGE 26  PAGE 5   PAGE 29   PAGE 23

  PAGE 20   PAGE 30

5 Tips 
For Improving Patient Care with an 
In-Office Dispensing Program
• This is a ‘value-added’ patient service —  
 help them get the products you recommend  
 to complement their treatment

• Don’t think of it as selling – you are  
 dispensing specialized products your  
 patients need, in the convenience of your  
 office, during their visits

• It’s not about the money — that’s a bonus  
 of providing great patient care

• “You’ll find them at the front desk on your  
 way out” is an easy way to transition your  
 patients to your staff for their purchases

• Ask your advisors for help understanding  
 sales tax implications in your state —  
 they vary

®
Foot Specialists Since 1885

New!




